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Haggadah and Hilchos Pesach 
By Rabbi Aaron Pesach Weiner 

 
Grade Level: 1st- 3rd Grade, Special Ed 
 
Description: 
Updated April 2018! A clearly organized booklet which includes the basic halachos of 
Pesach and a concise overview of the Haggadah enhanced with full-color illustrations.
The information is presented in English, in fill-in-the-blank format, with accompanying 
word banks. Many English divrei Torah are included for students to share with 
their families over Yom Tov. Available as and editable DavkaWriter file or as a 
non-editable pdf.  
 
Goals/Objectives: 
Students will review the Yahadus related to Pesach by completing these sheets. 
 
Materials Needed: 

• Scissors 
• Glue stick 
• Crayons 
• Pencils 

 
Instructions: 

1. Either present the material to the class while going through the booklet, or 
present the material to the class first, and assign them the booklet as a 
comprehensive review. 

2. Students read the divrei Torah aloud in class. 
3. Stop the students intermittently to check for comprehension. 
4. Discuss the points mentioned in the dvar Torah. 
5. Encourage students to deliver these divrei Torah at their Yom Tov seudos 

 
Additional Tips: 
The words cuts outs can be written or use another set of words instead of cutting 
original page. 
 



lŸecb̈©d zÄ©W

Five days before l¥̀ẍ§U¦i i¥p §A left m¦i ©x§v¦n,

was the tenth day of oq̈i¦p, the day of

_________.  'd commanded l¥̀ẍ§U¦i i¥p §A
to take a Lamb and ___________ it to
the bedpost of their bed, preparing it for

the g©q¤R oÄ §xẅ. When the Egyptian’s saw l¥̀ẍ§U¦i i¥p §A doing this,

they asked, “What are you doing”? l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A answered, “We

have a dë§v¦n from 'd to Shecht (slaughter) it for a _______

__________, roast it and eat it”. Upon hearing this, the
Egyptian’s were angry since Lambs were considered an ________

to them. Since the Egyptian’s could not stop them, l¥̀ẍ§U¦i i¥p §A
were able to fulfill the dë§v¦n with great joy. Therefore, the zÄ©W
before g©q¤R is called ____________ zÄ©W/the Great Shabbos.                         

                           lŸecb̈©d              
                           g©q¤R oÄ §xẅ    zÄ©W                                        

                                      tie     idol                                                         
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u¥ng̈

1. When ____________ mixes with ____________ the

dough will begin to rise if left alone. After dough has been

left alone for ________ minutes, it becomes _________.  

2. The dẍŸeY teaches us that for ___________ days, one is

not allowed to ___________ any u¥ng̈. This includes even a

__________ of u¥ng̈.

        Word Bank    
                      

                             flour                               u¥ng̈                              
                 seven                      water            

            own                 drop    
                                                      18                                           
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u¥ng̈ z©wi ¦c§A
On the ___________ of oq̈i¦p 'ci, we have a dë§v¦n to

_________ for any u¥ng̈ in our home or belongings.

Many people have a bd̈§p¦n to put out _________ pieces

of ________ and find it during the dẅi ¦c§A.

Some people use a __________ and
others use _____________ for the dẅi ¦c§A.

There are people who have an old
tradition to use a ____________  and
wooden _____________ (to brush the u¥ng̈ 

into the spoon) for the dẅi ¦c§A.

We make the following dk̈ẍ §A before the  dẅi ¦c§A:

 ,ml̈Frd̈ K¤l«¤n Epi¥wŸl¡̀ 'd dŸ ©̀  KExÄ
u¥ng̈ xEr¦A l ©r Ep«̈E¦v§e ,eiz̈F§v¦n§A Ep«̈W §C¦w x¤W£̀

After we search for u¥ng̈, we say the following:

`l̈ §cE D¥Y¦n£g `l̈ §C i ¦zEW §x¦a `M̈ ¦̀ §C dr̈i¦n£g©e `ẍi¦n£g lM̈
.`r̈ §x ©̀ §c `ẍ§t ©r§M x¥w§t¤d i¥e¡d¤l§e l¥hÄ¦l D¥l `p̈ §r «©c§i  `l̈ §cE D¥Y §x ©r¦a

“Any chometz in my possession which I have not seen or
removed, and didn’t know about, should be nullified  and should
be like the dust of the  earth.”   
 

pieces feather flashlight

candle bread search

night spoon ten

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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dv̈©n     
u¥ng̈      

                                                         ocean       
                                                            wind         

                  burning  
                                                 inedible  

                                                 eat 
                                                 own

burn      
                                                  

g¤q¤R a ¤x ¤r -u¥ng̈ xEri¦A
We have a dë§v¦n from the dẍŸeY to get rid of all ________ from

our possessions, the morning of oq̈i¦p 'ci.
There are several ways how u¥ng̈ can be rid of:

Crumbling it into pieces and throwing it into the _______. 
  Crumbling it, and throwing it up to the _________.
  ____________ it.
  Making it _________________ (cannot be eaten anymore).

Our bd̈§p¦n is to ____________ it in fire.

After burning the u¥ng̈, we say "`ẍi¦n£g lM̈"  again

We are allowed to ____________ u¥ng̈ on g©q¤R a ¤x ¤r until the

fifth hour of the day. This year the time is __________

We are allowed to ______________  u¥ng̈ until the sixth hour

of the day. This year the time is ____________

We are not permitted to eat _______________ g©q¤R a ¤x ¤r (in

order to have a dv̈©n appetite for the x ¤c¥q.)

Some have a bd̈§p¦n not to eat dv̈©n from oq̈i¦p y ¤cŸeg yŸ̀ Ÿx.

  

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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dv̈©n z©li¦k©̀

16. The dẍŸeY says ‰zŸev©n©d z¤̀ m¤Y §x©n§yEŠ- “You shall watch the

Matzos.” This dë§v¦n is meant for us to be careful and make sure

that the zŸev©n remain u¥ng̈ _____________. Starting from the

time the wheat is ___________ from the field until the dv̈©n is

baked, all __________ must be avoided. The zŸev©n must be

made dë§v¦n m¥yŸ§l- for the sake of the Mitzvah.

17. The dẍŸeY also says ‰zŸev©n El§k Ÿ̀Y a ¤x ¤rÄ‰ /“Eat matzos in the
evening.”  This refers to eating zŸev©n the first evening of g©q¤R
which is the ____________ of the fifteenth of oq̈i¦p.
18. The ingredients of dv̈©n (eaten for the dë§v¦n) must only be

made from _____________ and ____________, since dv̈©n is

also called i¦pŸer m¤g¤l- poor man’s bread, poor people only have the
bare minimum ingredients.
19. Both men and woman have the dë§v¦n to eat __________

dv̈©n 
             water               

night
cut
free
flour
water
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edev`ziedvlzieb`lzielwgzi

zŸeqŸeM r©A §x©̀  zi©i ¦Y§yŸ

20. We drink four cups of ______________ for the four words of

dl̈E`§b/redemption, that ‡d used, promising to take l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A out

of m¦i ©x§v¦n.

21. It is best to use ________ wine to remember the blood the
Egyptians caused to spill.
22. It is important to drink at least ____________ of the cup
which holds 3.3 ounces.

23. The fifth cup is called Edï¦l¤̀ l¤yŸ qŸeM since we are not sure if

we need a ___________ cup. When `i¦ap̈©d Edï¦l¤̀ comes he will

answer this question.

24. Both men and woman have the dë§v¦n to ____________ the

four cups of wine.

drink
most
fifth
red

wine
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xŸexn̈ z©li¦k©̀
25. We eat xŸexn̈ to remind ourselves of the bitter
_____________ that the Egyptians forced us for 210 years.
26. Some people use romaine ______________ others use
horseradish root, and many use ______________.

If using romaine lettuce, be sure to ___________, rinse, soak
in soapy water and inspect for bugs!
Both men and _____________ have the dë§v¦n to to eat xŸexn̈.

women
wash
both

lettuce 
slavery

27.

28.
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x ¤c¥q©d
29. At g©q¤R night, we have ____________ zŸe§v¦n to do:

 m¦i ©x§v¦n z©̀ i¦v§i xERi¦q - talking about the Yidden leaving _____

   dv̈©n z©li¦k©̀  - eating _____________

    zŸeqŸek r©A §x©̀  z ©ii ¦Y§yŸ- drinking the four cups of __________.

   xŸexn̈ z©li¦k©̀  - ______________ xŸexn̈.

30. Many mi¦f©p§M§yŸ©̀  have a bd̈§p¦n to ____________ a lḧi¦w (white

robe) at the x ¤c¥q since it resembles the lŸecb̈ o¥dŸM who wore white

on xER¦M mŸei (when entering the mi¦yŸc̈ẅ©d y ¤cŸew). The one who

leads the x ¤c¥q is likened to the service of the lŸecb̈ o¥dŸM.

31. It is a dë§v¦n to lean over/däi¥q©d on the ____________ side as
a sign of freedom when:
  drinking the four cups of wine
  eating dv̈©n
  eating K ¥xŸeM
  eating on̈Ÿewi¦t©̀
32. We dip a vegetable into salt water to
reminds ourselves of the _____________ tears l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A shed
while working so hard.
33. One should try to eat the on̈Ÿewi¦t©̀  before ______________

Matzoh
wear

midnight
salty
left

wine
Egypt
four

eating
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g©q¤R l¤yŸ i ¦ri¦a§yŸ
34.  On g©q¤R l¤yŸ i¦ri¦a§yŸŸŸŸŸŸ
Hashem split the sEq m©i for

l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A into twelve
separate  ______________,
one for each h¤a¥y. As the last Jew left, the Egyptians
______________ them into it, the waters came crashing down
and drowned them all. 
35. After seeing and feeling the great miracles, l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A
thanked and praised ‡d by singing the _____________ “xi¦yŸ̈i f ῭”.
             

zŸeli¦t §Y
36. We sing the ____________ l¥l©d for the first two days of mŸei
aŸeh, half l¥l©d for c ¥rŸen©d lŸeg and for the last days of
________________.
  We say Ÿ̀aï§e d¤l ©r©i both in d ¥xŸ§y ¤r dp̈Ÿen§yŸ and in oŸefn̈©d z©k §x¦A.

  On the first day of ___________ in sq̈En z©li¦t §Y, we begin

saying lḧ©d ci ¦xŸen in d ¥xŸ§y ¤r dp̈Ÿen§yŸ.
 On g©q¤R c ¥rŸen©d lŸeg, we begin saying dk̈ẍ §A o¥z§e instead of o ¥z§e
dk̈ẍ §a¦l xḧn̈E l©h in _________________________

                                  

                      chased                  song                     
                                      tunnels                                    

whole                                   
aŸeh mŸei   d ¥xŸ§y ¤r dp̈Ÿen§yŸ    g©q¤R                      
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x¤nŸerd̈ z ©xi¦t§q

37. The counting of the x¤nŸer begins from the second night of

____________ until _______________. 

38. We count ___________ days until _____________ with great

excitement- the time of receiving the Torah/dẍŸeY©d z©lÄ©w

39. During this period we have customs of mourning since

_____________ students of `äi¦w ©r i¦A ©x died, since they did not

______________ each other properly.

40. Two things happened on x¤nŸer§A 'bl: 

   `äi¦w ©r i¦A ©x’s student’s stopped dying.

   It is the anniversary of i ¦̀ g̈Ÿei x©A oŸer§n¦y i¦A ©x

        zŸerEa§y                         24,000                              
              g©q¤R                       49                            

       zŸerEa§y                       respect                              
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dẍr̈§w

zŸev©n   We take two _____________ zŸev©n for dp̈§yŸ¦n m¤g¤l, and

the third dv̈©n for i¦pŸer m¤g¤l/ poor-mans bread. The top dv̈©n is called

o¥dŸM, the middle dv̈©n is called ¦e¥l and the bottom dv̈©n is called

l¥̀ẍ§y¦i
©rŸex§f   The roasted shank bone is a remembrance for the oÄ §xẅ

g©q¤R and for the powerful ____________/dïEh§p ©rŸex§f that ‡d used to

take l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A out of  m¦i ©x§v¦n.

dv̈i¥A   We eat an ___________ like a orphan who mourns, to

remember the db̈i¦b©g oÄ §xẅ that was brought on aŸeh mŸei.
xŸexn̈   The bitter herbs remind us of the bitter ___________.

z¤qŸex©g   The charoses resembles cement. This reminds us of the
cement that l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A used to make _____________ in m¦i ©x§v¦n.
q©R §x©M  We have a vegetable to dip into _________ water to

remind ourselves of the tears of bitter slavery [q©R §x©M spelled
backwards is K ©x¤R ‡q referring to the 600,000 Jews that were
enslaved with hard work.]
z¤x¤f©g   The (romaine) lettuce is a sign that even during the

bitterness of slavery, we returned (x©fg̈) our ______________ to

serve ‡d.

 slavery          egg
       hearts          arm       
     whole        bricks    
               salt               
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                x ¤c¥q©d                
,dS̈©n `i¦vFn ,dv̈§gẍ ,ci¦B©n ,u©g©i ,q©R §x©M ,u©g §xE ,W ¥C©w
.dv̈ §x¦p ,l¥N©d ,K ¥xÄ ,oEtv̈ ,K ¥xFr og̈§lªW ,K ¥xFM ,xFxn̈

We make Kiddush and drink
the first cup of wine leaning.

W ¥C©w

             

We wash our hands before
dipping the q©R §x©M into salt water
the same way we wash our
hands before eating bread. We
do not make the dk̈ẍ §A
 m¦ic̈ï z©li¦h§p l ©r.

u©g §xE

We take a vegetable and dip it
into salt water to remember the
tears l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A shed in m¦i ©x§v¦n.
We say the dk̈ẍ §A of i ¦x§R ` ¥xŸeA
dn̈c̈ ©̀ d̈, and bear in mind that
the dk̈ẍ §A should include the
xŸexn̈ as well.

q©R §x©M

We break the middle of the
three zŸev©n into two pieces.
The larger piece is put away for
the on̈Ÿewi¦t©̀ , and the smaller
piece is put back. 

u©g©i
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g©q¤R l¤û dc̈b̈©d
x ¤c¥q©d

     We pour the second cup. 
The zŸev©n are uncovered, lifted
up and “`ï§p ©r `n̈§g©l `d̈” is said.
Then, beginning with the
youngest child, the "dp̈©Y§yŸ¦p d©n"
is said.

ci¦B©n

We wash our hands for the dv̈©n
and make the dk̈ẍ §A
  “m¦ic̈ï z©li¦h§p l ©r”.

dv̈§gẍ

All three zŸev©n are lifted, and
the dk̈ẍ §A of o¦n m¤g¤l `i¦vŸen©d
u ¤x῭ d̈ is said. The bottom dv̈©n is
put back and the dk̈ẍ §A of l ©r
dv̈©n z©li¦k©̀  is said. (A z¦i©f§M of dv̈©n
should be eaten while leaning.)

dS̈©n `i¦vFn

We take xŸexn̈ (a z¦i©f§M), dip it

into z¤qŸex©g, and make a dk̈ẍ §A
xŸexn̈ z©li¦k©̀  l ©r.

xFxn̈
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x ¤c¥q©d

We take from the bottom dv̈©n
(a z¦i©f§M) and xŸexn̈ (a z¦i©f§M), eat
them in a sandwich while
leaning- "l¥l¦d§M yŸc̈§w¦n x¤k¥f" as
l¤l¦d did at the time of the zi¥A
yŸc̈§w¦n©d.

K ¥xFM

We eat the aŸeh mŸei meal. 
It is best to eat the meal while
leaning.

K ¥xŸer og̈§lªW

We eat the on̈Ÿewi¦t©̀  (a z¦i©f§M). 
We are not allowed to eat
anything afterwards besides the
last two cups of wine and
water. It should be eaten while
leaning.

oEtv̈

The third cup is poured and we
say oŸefn̈©d z©k §x¦A. We make a

o¤tb̈©d i ¦x§R ` ¥xŸeA and drink the
third cup leaning.

K ¥xÄ
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x ¤c¥q©d

We pour the fourth cup, thank
and sing praises to ‡d. We
make a o¤tb̈©d i ¦x§R ` ¥xŸeA and drink
the fourth cup leaning.

l¥N©d

We complete the x ¤c¥q, and pray
that in the coming year we will
rejoice and celebrate in m¦i©lÿEx§i
 y ¤cŸew©d xi¦r.

dv̈ §x¦p 

!m¦i«̈lẄEx§i¦A d῭Ä©d dp̈Ẅ§l
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dipping the vegetable 
into salt water

Write or cut and paste into appropriate boxes

             

washing hands for Karpas       breaking the middle Matzoh

We make Kiddush  

  u©g §xE     u©g©i       W ¥C©w       q©R §x©M
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Write or cut and paste into appropriate boxes

    saying the Haggada                     eating marror

washing hands for Matzoh              eating Matzoh  

 dS̈©n `i¦vFn   ci¦B©n    xFxn̈    dv̈§gẍ     
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we say 
Birchas Hamozon 

we eat 
the Afikoman

we eat the
Matzoh sandwich

we eat the
Seder meal

Write or cut and paste into appropriate boxes

K ¥xŸer og̈§lªW    oEtv̈     K ¥xFM      K ¥xÄ
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Write or cut and paste into appropriate boxes

we complete the
Seder and pray that

next year we will
rejoice in Yerushalayim!

We sing Hallel and thank    
Hashem for taking us out
of slavery to be free  men
to  serve Him 
 

dv̈ §x¦p     l¥N©d
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Write or cut and paste the parts of the seder into appropriate boxes

u©g©i   ci¦B©n dv̈§gẍ  dS̈©n `i¦vFn  
W ¥C©w  xFxn̈  K ¥xFM  K ¥xFr og̈§lªW  l¥N©d
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Write or cut and paste the parts of the seder into appropriate boxes

    

oEtv̈ K ¥xÄ   u©g §xE   u©g©i   q©R §x©M
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?dp̈©Y§yŸ¦p d©n

?zFli¥N©d lM̈¦n d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d dP̈©Y§W¦P d©n
 :dS̈©n FNªM d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d dS̈©nE u¥ng̈ oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W
:xFxn̈ d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d zFwẍ§i x ῭ §W oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W

dl̈§i«©N©d zg̈ ¤̀ m ©r«©R Eli¦t£̀ oi¦li¦A§h©n Ep«̀̈  oi ¥̀ zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W
:mi¦nr̈§t i ¥Y§W d¤G©d

dl̈§i«©N©d oi ¦Aªq§n oi¥aE oi ¦a§WFi oi¥A oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W
:oi ¦Aªq§n Ep«̈NªM d¤G©d

?zFli¥N©d lM̈¦n d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d dP̈ ©Y§W¦P d©n  
Why is this night different from all other nights?

:dS̈©n FNªM d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d ,dS̈©nE u¥ng̈ oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W
for on all other nights we eat either bread or matzoh, 

but on this night only matzoh?
:xFxn̈ d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d ,zFwẍ§i x῭ §W oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W  
for on all other nights we may eat any vegetable, but on this

night marror?
d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d ,zg̈ ¤̀ m ©r«©R Eli¦t£̀ oi¦li¦A§h©n Ep«̀̈  oi ¥̀ zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W

:mi¦nr̈§R i ¥Y§W
for on all other nights we do not dip vegetables even once, 

but on this night we dip twice?
dl̈§i«©N©d ,oi¦Aªq§n oi¥aE oi¦a§WFi oi¥A oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W   

:oi¦Aªq§n Ep«̈NªM d¤G©d
for on all other nights we eat either sitting up

 or leaning, but on this night we all lean.
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 ?dp̈©Y§yŸ¦p d©n 

In Yiddish
:zŸeiy©w xi¦t i ¦c o¦b ¤rx§t Ki ¦c lie¦e Ki ¦̀  ,o ¦Ar¤l -r¤h`©h

?zFli¥N©d lM̈¦n d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d dP̈©Y§W¦P d©n
u§p`©b ©̀  oEt h§kr¤p r¤l©̀  oEt yŸ §xr ¤c§p ©̀  g©q¤R oEt h§k`©p i ¦c fi ¦̀  q`ëe x`©t

?x`ï
:fi ¦̀  `ï§y©w rḧyŸ §x ¤r i ¦c

:dS̈©n FNªM d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d dS̈©nE u¥ng̈ oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W
xr¤A῭ ,dv̈©n oE` u¥ng̈ xi¦n oi¦q ¤r x`ï u§p`©b ©̀  oEt h§kr¤p r¤l©̀

dv̈©n x`p̈ xi¦n oi¦q ¤r g©q¤R oEt h§k`©p i ¦c 
:fi ¦̀  `ïy©w r¤hie¥e§v i ¦c

xŸexn̈ d¤f©d dl̈i©l©d zŸewẍ§i x῭ §y mi¦l§keŸ̀  Ep ῭ zeŸli¥l©d lk̈ §A¤y
 ,bii¥vpi ¦x§b h §x`q̈ r¤l©̀  xi¦n oi¦q ¤r x`ï u§p`©b ©̀  oEt h§kr¤p r¤l©̀

xŸexn̈ xi¦n oi¦q ¤r g©q¤R oEt h§k`©p i ¦c xr¤A῭
:fi ¦̀  `ï§y©w xr¤hix §c i ¦c

i¥Y§W d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d zg̈ ¤̀ m ©r«©R Eli¦t£̀ oi¦li¦A§h©n Ep«̀̈  oi ¥̀ zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W
:mi¦nr̈§R

,l`n̈ oi ¥̀ Eli¦t©̀  oii ©̀  hyi¦p xi¦n or¤wpEh x`ï u§p`©b ©̀  oEt h§kr¤p r¤l©̀
l`n̈ oii ¥̀ :l`n̈ ie¥e§v oii ¥̀ xi¦n or¤wpEh g©q¤R oEt h§k`©p i ¦c xr¤A῭

z¤qŸex©g oi ¦̀  xŸexn̈ l`n̈ oii ¥̀ oE` xr¤q©̀ e©e  u§l ©̀f oi ¦̀  q©t §x©M 
:fi ¦̀  `ï§y©w xr¤hxr¤t i ¦c

:oi¦Aªq§n Ep«̈N ªM d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d oi¦Aªq§n oi¥aE oi¦a§WFi oi¥A oi¦l§kF` Ep«̀̈  zFli¥N©d lk̈ §A¤W
 ,hpr¤lr¤bp῭ i`©q oE` wi ¦cpr¤vi§f i`©q xi¦n oi¦q ¤r x`ï u§p`©b ©̀  oEt h§kr¤p r¤l©̀

hpr¤lr¤bp῭ xi¦n oi¦q ¤r g©q¤R oEt h§k`©p i ¦c xr¤A῭

.zŸei§y©w xi¦t i ¦c sie` u ¤x¤Y ©̀  xi¦n hxi¦t§hp ¤r r¤h`©h h§vr¤i
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'd took us out with a
strong hand and an out
stretched arm!

lM̈¦n d¤G©d dl̈§i«©N©d dP̈©Y§W¦P d©n
?zFli¥N©d
The answer is:

 dẅ̈f£g cï §A ,mẌ¦n Epi¥wŸl¡̀ 'd Ep«¥̀ i¦vFI©e m¦i «̈x§v¦n§A dŸr §x©t§l Epi¦id̈ mi ¦cä £r
We were slaves to dŸr §x©t in m¦i «̈x§v¦O, and 'd took us out with a strong

 Epi«¥zFa£̀Îz¤̀ `Ed KExÄ WFcT̈©d `i¦vFd Ÿ̀l EN ¦̀ §e !dïEh§p ©rF «x§f¦aE
hand and an out stretched arm! Had 'd not taken our fathers

.m¦i «̈x§v¦n§A dŸr §x©t§l Epi¦id̈ mi ¦cÄ §rªW§n ,Epi¥pä i¥p §aE Epi¥päE Ep«̀̈  i ¥x£d ,m¦i «©x§v¦O¦n
out of Egypt, then we, our children and grandchildren would still
be enslaved to dŸr §x©t in Egypt!

        

Write or cut and paste                                                

We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt                                                   
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    _______            

'd passed over the Jewish houses as He hit

the Egyptian first born. l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A offered

the g©q¤R oÄ §xẅ.

______

The bread that didn’t rise as it
rested on the shoulders of i¥p §A
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i when leaving m¦i ©x§v¦n.

______

The harsh bitter slavery that
l¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A suffered.

:x¥nF` dïd̈ l¥̀i¦l§n©B oÄ ©x
:o¥d EN«¥̀ §e ,FzäFg i ¥c§i `v̈ï Ÿ̀l ,g©q¤R©A EN¥̀ mi ¦xä §c dÿŸl§W x©n῭ Ÿ̀N¤W lM̈ 

"xFxn̈E dv̈©n g©q¤R"
Rabon Gamliel said, in order to fulfill the dë§v¦n of the Seder, we

must discuss and say the following three things:

"xFxn̈E dv̈©n g©q¤R"

dv̈©n    xFxn̈    g©q¤R
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The lF`§W¦l ©r «¥cFi Fpi ¥̀
is so young that
he doesn’t even
know what to
ask.

The rû̈ẍ asks
in a way that
shows that he’s
making fun of
the Torah!

The mŸ simply
asks what’s going

on here?

The mk̈g̈ asks
questions in order
to have a better
understanding of
Torah.

Which son am I?

What is everyone doing now? ______________
This does not make any sense whatsoever! ______________
? _____________________
Can you please explain to me what the Torah means? ________

rû̈ẍ
mŸ
mk̈g̈

lF`§W¦l ©r «¥cFi Fpi ¥̀

1.
2.
3.
4.
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   m ©c     
Blood

The Egyptians used
the river for killing
babies- all waters
turned into blood.

    ©r ¥c §x©t§v     
Frogs

The Egyptians forced
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A to collect
creeping animals and
insects- ‡d brought frogs
upon them.

       mi¦pi¦M       
Lice

The Egyptians forced i¥p§A
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i to sweep dust
from the streets- all dust
turned into lice and
went all over them.

    oi¦g§y     
Boils

The Egyptians forced
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A to heat and
cool their baths- they
were hit with boils and
were unable to bathe.

x¤a ¤c
   Death of animals

The Egyptians forced i¥p §A
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i to be shepherds
and donkey drivers- all
their home animals died.

aeŸxr̈
    Wild animals   
The Egyptians forced
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A to catch
wild animals, hoping
that they would get
killed- the wild animals
attacked them.

      cẍÄ      
Hail

The Egyptians forced
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A to plant

trees- the hail
destroyed them.

      d¤A §x©̀        
       Grasshoppers

The Egyptians forced
 l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A to plant
fields and crops -the
Grasshoppers ate up

everything in the fields

      K¤yŸg       
Darkness

The Egyptians forced
l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A  to hold
candles for them at
night - the Egyptians
got six days of
darkness.

           zŸexŸek §A z©M©n               
Death of the Firstborn

The Egyptians enslaved l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A, who are called
‡d’s first born- all first born Egyptians were killed.

dc̈i¦n c¤b¤p§M dc̈i¦n zŸeM©n xŸ¤y ¤r 
THE TEN PLAGUES
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Which dM̈©n am I?

Three days of pure darkness and another three days of thick
darkness ______________
All waters of Egypt turned into blood _____________
Wild animals attacked and killed the Egyptians
_____________
Frogs here, frogs there, frogs were everywhere!
___________
Horrible boils all over the skin _____________
Itchy and scratchy lice all over the body ____________
Grasshoppers eating up all the grass and in the field
___________
Hail stones mixed with fire, came shooting down
like missiles destroying the trees
___________
All home animals died _____________
All firstborns died _________________

     K¤yŸg              mi¦pi¦M              x¤a ¤c           cẍÄ   
©r ¥c §x©t§v              d¤A §x©̀       Ÿ           aŸexr̈             oi¦g§y

      m ©c  zŸexŸek §A z©M©n            
                

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
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Match the zŸeM©n by circling each dM̈©n with a different crayon

                                      m ©c
mi¦pi¦M

                 cẍÄ             x¤a ¤c         
d¤A §x©̀   Ÿ                            oi¦g§y

zŸexŸek§A z©M©n                
                      ©r ¥c §x©t§v 

K¤yŸg                                  

                            aŸexr̈

                                                         hail
                                            

                    wild animals              death of animals                                          
                                     death of first born                                  

darkness                                                    
                           boils         

grasshoppers                                              
      blood 

                                                      
                                                                   frogs

                                      lice                                                                                        
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, ©r ¥c §x©t§v  ,cẍÄ   ,K¤yŸg  ,mi¦pi¦M  ,x¤a ¤c
      ,zŸexŸek §A z©M©n ,d¤A §x©̀         m ©c  ,aŸexr̈  ,oi¦g§yŸ 

With a crayon, write the zŸeM©n  on the Egyptian in the
correct order
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dẍŸeY x©a §c

(a:g) "... ©r ¥c §x©t§v©d l ©r©Y©e m¦i ©x§v¦n i¥ni¥n l ©r eŸcï z¤̀ oŸx©d©̀  h¥i©e"
"And Aharon stretched out his hand over the waters of Egypt and

the frog came up..."
i''¦y ©x brings the Midrash that explains the word ©r ¥c §x©t§v /frog as
one, because out of the Nile came one gigantic frog. However
when the Egyptians saw it, they began beating it, and whenever
they hit it, more came out of it! They didn't stop. 
When they realized the more they hit the big frog more frogs
came out, why did they continue?

The Steipler Gaon explains that when they saw so many frogs
coming out, they became so angry that they kept on hitting it-
even though they knew more would come out!

This is the terrible midda of q ©r©M/ anger: a person cannot think
properly, and gets out of control. We can learn from the
Egyptians how not to be, and how anger could make our lives
miserable.

dẍŸeY x©a §c

Why do we spill out a some wine as we mention each of the xŸ¤y ¤r
zŸeM©n/ten plagues?

By each dM̈©n the Egyptians became less in number, just as we
now have less wine in our cups.
Why do we use our finger?
Using our finger reminds us of 'd’s power. After the third dM̈©n the
Egyptian magician’s said “It is 'd’s finger”.  'd brought the ten
zŸeM©n using “one finger” and not even His entire hand!
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dẍŸeY x©a §c
               ...dp̈ÿŸ mi¦r§a¦yŸ o¤A§M i¦p ©̀  i ¥x©d ,dï §x©f ©r o¤A ẍfr̈§l¤̀ i¦A ©x x©n῭            

      “Rebbe Elazar Ben Azaryah said, “I am like seventy years old"

What does it mean Rebbe  Elazar Ben Azaryah was like seventy
years old, how old was he really?
The `ẍn̈§b explains that Rebbe Elazar Ben Azaryah was just
chosen to be the leader of the ______________ people, but there
was one problem- he was only eighteen __________ old! Who
would respect such a young man? 
That night, ‡d made a miracle, and his beard turned __________,
looking like a seventy year old man! That is why he said he is like
seventy but really was only eighteen.

Jewish
years
white

 ‰Epi¥i ©c dẍeY©d z¤̀ Epl̈ o©zp̈ `l§e i©pi¦q x©d i¥p§t¦l Epä §x¥w El¦̀ Š
“If he would have brought us before Har Sinai, and would not

have given us the Torah, it would have been enough”

If we wouldn’t had received the dẍeŸY, what value would there be

to _____________ to i©pi¦q x©d?
We would’ve learned a great lesson of humility (not being a
big-shot). ‡d chose i©pi¦q x©d simply because it was the most
modest of all _______________. So too, in order to become a
great person, we must be humble and look up to others and not
the opposite.

come
mountains
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dẍŸeY x©a §c

dẍ§a ¦c mi¦pÄ dr̈Ä §x©̀  c¤b¤p§M ,`Ed KExÄ l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i eŸn ©r§l dẍŸeY o©zp̈¤y KExÄŠ
‰dẍŸeY

“Blessed is the one who gave the dẍŸeY to his nation Yisroel,
blessed is He. The dẍŸeY speaks about the four sons.”

What does thanking ‡d for giving us the dẍŸeY have to do with the
“_________ sons”?
The great z¤n¤̀ i ¥x§n ¦̀  explains, that the dc̈b̈©d is coming to teach us
the greatness of the dẍŸeY: Torah improves all types of
_____________, starting from the mk̈g̈ down to the rÿŸẍ. It is like
medicine: it cures, and strengthens all who seek it.

Four
people

        WHY FOUR...     
...cups of wine, four expressions of freedom, and four

sons?

The Villna Gaon explains that there are four types of people who
must thank ‡d:
One who was released from jail- l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A was released from
m¦i ©x§v¦n.
One who was sick and got cured- l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A was sick and tired
of being slaves.
One who traveled through a desert- l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A traveled into
the desert upon leaving m¦i ©x§v¦n.
One who traveled through the sea- l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A traveled through
the sEq m©i.

 l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A experienced all four of these situations, therefore the
number four is very important.

»
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dẍŸeY x©a §c

The Midrash says...

Before zŸexŸek§A z©M©n began, Moshe announced, “Every Egyptian
firstborn will ___________.” The Egyptian firstborns became
scared. They begged their fathers, “Let the Jews leave right away
or we will die! Moshe’s predictions have always came
___________!”
The Egyptian fathers did not care. “We refuse to let the Jewish
slaves leave,” they answered. “We prefer that our sons should die
then the Jews leaving!”
The firstborns decided to go to  dŸr §x©R, since he himself is a
firstborn, he would surely agree to free the __________. When
the firstborns asked from dŸr §x©R to free the Jews, he became very
angry  “On whose side are you?” he asked. “You deserve to be
beaten for siding with the Jews! I will not free them for
anything!”
The firstborns left disappointed, since dŸr §x©R and their fathers
didn’t care that they would die. “We will take revenge,” they
swore. That night, they drew their ___________ and killed
100,000 of their own fathers. After the dM̈©n was over, a total of
600,000 died.

swords
Jews
die
true
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            dẍŸeY x©a §c          

     g©q¤R       
             Passover               

                  

The word g©q¤R means to “Passover” referring to passing over the
Jewish homes at zŸexŸek§A z©M©n. Hashem told l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A that in
order to be saved at zŸexŸek§A z©M©n, they need to offer the g©q¤R oÄ §xẅ
/the _________ of the Egyptians and smear its ____________ on
to their door post. This will be a sign that a Jewish person lives
there.

Use a red crayon to color around the door post of the Jewish homes and
then make a large red x onto the Egyptian houses.

       idol

blood                        
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dẍŸeY x©a §c
Ten great miracles that happened to  l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A  at  sEq m©i z ©ri ¦x§w/

the splitting of the sea on the seventh day of  g©q¤R:

  The water split.
 The water split into twelve separate tunnels, one for each
h¤a¥y.
  It formed like a roof to protect them.
  The ground was perfectly dry beneath them.
  The solidified water formed decorative walls.
  The twelve walls became see-through so each h¤a¥y could see
one another.
  When l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A were thirsty, they would stretch out their
hands, and the wall melted, giving forth sweet water.
   As soon as they quenched their thirst, the wall became a
solid mass again. 
  It was wet and muddy beneath the Egyptians.
  The waters coming down upon the Egyptians, became hard as
stone.
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dẍŸeY x©a §c
Ten miracles happened against the Egyptians at

  sEq m©i z ©ri ¦x§w/ the splitting of the sea:

  Even when the morning came up, the Egyptians traveled in
the dark, since the cloud behind l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A threw the Egyptian
camp into darkness.
  The cloud also caused the ground under their feet to become
as soft as clay.
 The pillar of fire, which lit up the way for l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A, gave off
strong heat to the Egyptians, causing the hoofs of their horse’s to
fall off.
  The heat also burnt the wheels off their chariots, but
nevertheless, the chariots continued moving, dragging them into
the middle of the sea.
  Since the horse’s hooves had fallen off, the Egyptians tumbled
off their chariots and fell into the mud. Once fallen, they were
unable to get up again.
  When the water came gushing towards the Egyptians, no
Egyptian was able to swim, or run away. Wherever he was, a
wave came rolling towards him.
 ‡d shook the Egyptians like someone turning a pot upside
down, which they tumbled into the sea. Even once they  had sunk
into the sea, the lower waters threw them back into the upper
waters, and the upper waters cast them back into the depths.
  The earth of the bottom of the sea covered some of the
Egyptians.
   Some Egyptians sank down into the water as fast as falling
lead.
 The Sea threw the dead bodies of the Egyptians onto the
shore for l ¥̀ẍ§y¦i i¥p §A to see.
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Circle each Hebrew word and draw a line to its translation
and circle it.

                    KKKKK ¥¥¥¥¥xxxxx ¨̈̈̈̈AAAAA                                        WWWWW ¥¥¥¥¥CCCCC©©©©©wwwww
                                                                 ddddd¨̈̈̈̈SSSSS©©©©©nnnnn     `̀̀̀̀iiiii¦¦¦¦¦vvvvvFFFFFnnnnn                                             qqqqq©©©©©RRRRR §§§§§xxxxx©©©©©MMMMM                                                            

KKKKK ¥¥¥¥¥xxxxxFFFFFrrrrr     ooooo¨̈̈̈̈ggggg§§§§§lllllªªªªªWWWWW                              xxxxxFFFFFxxxxx¨̈̈̈̈nnnnn                    lllll¥¥¥¥¥NNNNN©©©©©ddddd                         uuuuu©©©©©ggggg §§§§§xxxxxEEEEE          
KKKKK ¥¥¥¥¥xxxxxFFFFFMMMMM                              uuuuu©©©©©ggggg©©©©©iiiii                                             oooooEEEEEttttt¨̈̈̈̈vvvvv

ddddd¨̈̈̈̈vvvvv§§§§§ggggg ¨̈̈̈̈xxxxx                         ccccciiiii¦¦¦¦¦BBBBB©©©©©nnnnn                                        ddddd¨̈̈̈̈vvvvv §§§§§xxxxx¦¦¦¦¦ppppp                    

                          
completing
the Seder        

saying
Birchas Hamozon               

eating
the Afikoman                      Singing Praises

                 
eating the

Matzoh sandwich  
eating the

Seder meal                          
washing hands                      breaking the 
  for Karpas                           middle matzoh
                          
making Kiddush                    dipping the vegetable
                                                       into salt water

saying the Haggada                                             
                                                        eating marror 

washing hands                                              
for matzoh                                             eating matzoh                                                          
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Which dM̈©n am I? Color me in!

,x¤a ¤c
,mi¦pi¦M
©r ¥c §x©t§v,
,aŸexr̈

m ©c  
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Which dM̈©n am I? Color me in!

                                                                         
xeka                                                             

 ,cẍÄ ,K¤yŸg  ,d¤A §x©̀ zŸexŸek §A z©M©n  ,oi¦g§yŸ
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